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5th February 2020
Dear Class 3 Parents,
Class 3 Enterprise Trip to BP – Wednesday 26thth February
We are delighted to be able to confirm that Class 3 will be attending their enterprise trip within our
exciting Enabling Enterprise curriculum when they will be visiting the development office of BP, in
Sunbury. BP plc is a British multinational fuel company and is one of the world's seven largest oil
and gas companies. It also has many different operations such as exploration, construction and
research into renewable energy.
The trip will involve the children getting to know how a company of this size works through
presentations and carrying out interviews with employees, before undertaking a design project
within the construction and planning sector. Teams take on the challenge of designing a new
tower to mark their local city’s sky-line. They must stay within their construction budget when
choosing their resources.
Then they will also decide on a purpose for their tower –
business/residential/tourist and decide how to spend their fit-out budget before preparing to share
their work at the Construction Fair. The event will culminate in a ‘show-and-tell’ presentation where
they will celebrate what they have achieved throughout the challenge.
Lunch will be provided by BP, but they should bring a water bottle and optional snack. We will
inform the company of all dietary requirements. The children must wear school uniform and
bring their purple cap. We will be leaving school at 9am and are hoping to return by the end of the
school day – traffic dependent.
The cost of this trip is £13.50. We have been very fortunate that the PTA have been able to
support us with these trips and have subsidised the cost greatly, so a big thank you goes to them.
Kind regards,
Mr Nicholson
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[ ] I hereby give permission for my child to attend the above trip and I have paid via School
Gateway.
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Date:

